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Abstract

Electronic commerce applications have special features compared to conventional information systems. First, because electronic commerce usually involves yet non-existing business activities, requirements for e-commerce applications have to be created from scratch rather than elicited. Second, design decisions about e-business models and the associated information systems architecture cannot be sequentially made in a decoupled way, because business and technology considerations are strongly linked. On these counts, current methodology for requirements engineering is inadequate for electronic commerce applications. We outline a structured approach to e-commerce requirements creation. This e3-VALUE approach enables one to clarify business model decisions to be made by management, by modelling the end-to-end value activities and exchanges in the e-commerce stakeholder network. In addition, this value network model enables system developers to derive high-level requirements concerning the software architecture.

1. Introduction

Requirements elicitation is the commonly used term for the very first stage of a systems development project [12]. It suggests that requirements are already somewhere present in the minds of prospective system users, and thus only have to be discovered by the system developers. This may be so for many conventional information systems, but it is certainly misleading in e-commerce applications. Here, system requirements cannot be discovered because usually the underlying business activities themselves are also new and in a state of being designed. Thus, system requirements have to be created rather than discovered, in parallel with e-business model design and decision making. Currently, requirements methodology for such situations is inadequate. In this paper, we sketch a structured approach, called e3-VALUE, that gives a better grip on requirements elicitation in open-ended business situations as commonly encountered in innovative areas as electronic commerce.

First, we propose a semi-formal way to represent an e-business model, showing the essentials of doing business between different actors. Our e-business model centres around the key concept of value, and how value is created and exchanged within the stakeholder network. This value-configuration model can be constructed with the help of conceptual modelling techniques adapted from the information systems analysis field. Such a semi-formal value-configuration model supports e-business design and decision-making in a much more structured fashion than allowed by current methods from the business and management literature. Second, our value-configuration model is employed to generate high-level requirements on e-commerce application systems. We discuss how value-based business considerations do have an identifiable impact upon architecture design of e-commerce applications. Both these features of our approach, value modelling for e-business design and subsequent identification of associated requirements for the envisaged software architecture, advance requirements methodology for creative business areas such as electronic commerce.

This paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 sketches our overall e3-VALUE framework for electronic commerce applications. It distinguishes three levels at which different conceptual design decisions are to be made: e-business model development, e-business process design, and software architecture requirements. This provides a partial but useful separation of e-business design concerns. We suggest that the right entry point to e-commerce application development is value analysis for the various actors involved. An important contribution of our paper is its proposal of a limited baseline set of generic concepts to be used in value modelling, and of a corresponding six-step approach guiding the requirements creation process. This e3-VALUE approach is then illustrated by two industrial case studies, one concerning international web-based advertising (Sec. 3), and another...
one on electronic added-value services in a deregulated energy business (Sec. 4). Both case studies are based upon our consultancy experiences in the e-business field. Sec. 5 summarises the general key points of our approach to electronic commerce applications.

2. The e$^3$-VALUE framework for e-commerce applications

The development of an electronic commerce business application is not, as many see it, a requirement elicitation process [12], [17], which presupposes that stakeholders have tacit requirements that “just need to be extracted” by system developers. Instead, it is much better seen as a requirements creation process. This is caused by the novel nature of electronic commerce applications, the innovative character of e-business models, and the rapid developments in internet and web technology. Moreover, the design of an electronic commerce system is not in the first place an IT-oriented activity. Rather, it consists of very different types of design problems which have to be tackled simultaneously. We distinguish the following design problems: (1) the business model design, (2) the business process design, and (3) the software architecture design (Figure 1). One reason to distinguish these design processes is the separation of concerns for different stakeholders. For example, general managers will want to take decisions about business models, but usually do not wish to be strongly involved in decisions regarding the software architecture of a system. Thus, requirements creation in electronic commerce applications must be grounded in different stakeholder views upon the systems to be built.

The view-based approach upon requirements engineering is by now well established, see e.g., [12]. An important open issue, however, in electronic commerce is what views are relevant (our answer being given in Figure 1), and how these views are to be developed.

The top-level view of our electronic commerce framework concerns the electronic-commerce business model. The business model describes the way of doing business between actors, and so sparks off requirements at a business level. Stakeholders are general managers of companies participating in the execution of the business model, marketers and customers. Business developers are the primary designers of the model. An important reason to consider business models in some detail is that they are useful to analyze and solve tradeoffs between varying, and potentially conflicting, stakeholder interests. Tradeoffs appear in the separate design processes and should be addressed during these processes. However, tradeoffs may also exist between the business model, business process and software architecture.

For instance, fraud constraints (as they are called at the business level) or security requirements (as they are called on the software architecture level) can either be addressed during business model design by moderating potential conflicts of interest, during business process design by creating a fraud-prevention protocol or by a software architecture design by applying secured components based on encryption technology, or all of these [7].

Figure 1 E-business design processes produce different stakeholder views on system requirements

Design of business models is, therefore, a process which needs guidance by itself. However, there is hardly any scientific consensus or sound method how a business model should be represented. How to do this is a main focus in our paper. A key idea of our approach is that structured value analysis is a crucial activity in business model design, and that this enables one to properly address various design requirements tradeoffs that exist across the three viewpoints depicted in Figure 1. In modelling value, we suggest that a good starting point is found in business administration literature, in particular work on value creation in micro-economic pricing theory, the value-chain concept [16] or, better, the value-constellation notion [14]. However, there is a need for a more formal representation of business models, and we propose such a representation below.

The business process view, the middle level in Figure 1, shows how activities should be performed and by whom. Also messages exchanged between activities performed by actors are represented. Stakeholders are managers on tactical and operational level since they are responsible for carrying out most processes, and marketers regarding detailed buy flows. Business process engineers are the most important designers. To represent a business process view a number of techniques are suitable, for instance UML activity diagrams with swimming lanes to represent...
actors [6], high-level Petri Nets [10], [20], or role-based process-modelling techniques [15]. The CommonKADS approach for knowledge engineering and management [18] has interesting facilities to model multiple-actor aspects of the business process view.

The software architecture views, the bottom of Figure 1, show the information system and its constitutive software components. In [2], a software architecture is defined as the structure or structures of a system which comprises software components, the externally visible properties of those components, and the relationships among them. Multiple architectural views are used to represent different types of structures. Four commonly used views are the logical view, process view, physical view and development view [13]. Representation techniques for software architectures are in an early phase of development. Stakeholder is the IT-department in its role of managing and maintaining systems. The software architect is the most important designer. The focus in this paper, however, is the representation of business models and how this representation can be exploited to derive architectural requirements.

2.1. Business model view: core concepts

We propose that the central concept in any business model is that of a value activity. A value activity is performed by actors and aims at producing material or immaterial objects that are of value to others. This notion of value activity is recognised in, e.g., [16], [14], [11]. Value activities as specified in [16] can be connected to form a value chain. At the macro-level, we can use these concepts to specify a business model. However, from micro-economics theory, interesting concepts can be borrowed in the field of pricing theory [5], [9], [19]. In particular, these authors consider extracting the maximum price a customer is willing to pay as one of the challenges of electronic commerce applications. They propose to do this by offering each customer a specific tailored version of a product to each customer. We use these macro- and micro-concepts, as well as our consulting experience in designing electronic commerce applications, to derive a small set of core concepts needed to represent a semi-formal business model.
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**Figure 1** Core concepts to represent a business model in a semi-formal way.

Also, we define a six-step approach that provides a practical way to work with these concepts.

Our core concepts are represented by abstract UML classes (Figure 2). For a specific case, these concepts are specialised using the UML generalisation mechanism.

**Actor.** An actor is an independent entity such as a company or a person. An actor corresponds to company A,B,C or person X,Y,Z. Actors perform one or more value activities.

**Value activity.** A value activity represents a process which adds value. Actors perform these value activities. An actor can perform multiple value activities, but a particular value activity is performed by one actor only. When developing business models, we are primarily interested in finding chunks of activities that add value and in studying the various possible assignments of these activities to different actors. These reflect important business decisions. However, we are not yet interested in the actual way of performing these activities: this reflects the separation of concerns, and is the main concern in business process design (e-business process view in Figure 3). Value activities for a specific case are represented as specialisations of the value-activity concept. The granularity of defining value activities should be such that they can be performed technologically and economically independently from other value activities [16], and that they cannot be further decomposed into smaller activities that can be assigned to different actors. Instances of leaf value activities have a unique mapping onto the set of actors. Constructing these value activities and mapping of its occurrences onto actors is an important part of the electronic commerce design problem.

**Value object and value object type.** A value object is what is produced or consumed by a value activity. Value objects are the things that are exchanged between value activities. A value object type denotes the type of asset which is created or used by a value activity. A value object type refers to a type of (digital) good, a service type, or type of money [5], for instance token-based or notational money [4]. A value object has one value object type.

**Value port.** We further need a formal way to indicate how value activities can be connected to each other in a component-based and (re)configurable manner. Here, we introduce the concept of ports, a notion known from general and technical systems theory (as a helpful analogy, think of a wall outlet for electricity; it has two ports). A value port, then, denotes a connection point of a value activity that defines how it may be connected to the external world of other value activities. On a value port, value objects are exchanged. A value port has exactly one
value object type. Value objects can flow into a value activity or away from a value activity via a port. This direction is modelled as a property of the value port. A value port can have various properties such as a price or price range for the value object. Note that a property such as a price is seen as a property of the port and not of the value object, because other actors may offer the same value object for a different price.

**Value interface.** Value ports are grouped into value interfaces. A value interface represents a commerce service offered to or requested from a value activity. It consists of at least one value port. A value interface having only one value port can be used to model a value activity which produces value objects for free. In other cases, we have two ports; one value port for the outgoing good or service to be sold and one value port for the incoming payment (not necessarily money, for instance in some cases one can pay with privacy information). Finally, one can think of more than two ports in an interface, to model the business concept of bundling [5], [19]. Bundling refers to the situation that a customer buys a number of products or services (the bundle) as a whole and pays for this bundle as a whole. A value activity may have multiple value interfaces. There are two motivations for having multiple interfaces. Firstly, a value activity typically requests (buys) value objects from actors and uses these objects to create and sell other value objects, mostly to other actors. The value activity has in this case two faces to its environment: one as a buyer and one as a seller. For each, a value interface is available defining the commerce service requested or offered. Secondly, multiple versions of equally typed value objects can be sold against different terms and in different bundles to address price and product differentiation [19], [9], [5]. Versioning, bundling and different terms are ways to implement value-based pricing. With value-based pricing, a seller tries to extract as much value from the buyer as possible, by making an offer that is targeted to the specific customer. We employ different value interfaces to model the situation that a value object is offered in different versions, bundles and with different terms since they are different commerce services. A value interface also prescribes the value ports of value activities which can be interconnected. A connection between two ports of different value interfaces can only be made if these value interfaces match. Interfaces match if for each value in-port in an interface, a corresponding value out-port in the other value interface can be found and vice-versa, and, for each set of connected value ports, the value ports have the same type. On a value interface a number of rules and constraints can be defined. For example, consider a time-ordering rule stating that a customer has to pay on a value port first and subsequently receives the good (pre-payment) or vice versa (post-payment) via another value port.

2.2. A Six-Step Approach to e-Business Model Building

The above set of value-based concepts constitutes a concise and generic starting point to develop e-business models in a semi-formal and structured fashion. To further support this, we also propose a six-step approach to business model building. These steps need not necessarily to be performed sequentially.

- **Step 1:** identification of the actors/stakeholders in the e-commerce process in hand.
- **Step 2:** construction of the list of relevant value activities.
- **Step 3:** definition of the associated value ports, interfaces, and value object types.
- **Step 4:** allocation of the value activities to the actors, including sensible alternative ways to do this.
- **Step 5:** analysis of the tradeoffs occurring in the alternative business models ensuing from the first four steps.
- **Step 6:** tracking down the associated implications for requirements on the information systems architecture.

How value-based business model development step-by-step works in practice is illustrated in the next sections that present two different industrial case studies.

3. Case A: The Ad Association

The Ad Association is a company which co-ordinates more than 150 local free ad papers called FAPs. FAPs produce (non-electronic) papers with ads. They are independent, often privately owned organisations. A FAP serves a geographical region, for instance a large city or a county. The handling of ads is as follows. A customer submits an ad to a FAP. The FAP checks the ad (e.g. for absence of dirty language and for style) and places the ad in its next issue. It is possible to place an international ad. In this case, the FAP to which the ad was submitted distributes the ad to other FAPs (serving different geographical regions). These other papers publish the ad as soon as possible. Placement of an ad is for free. However, a person who wants to read an ad has to pay a FAP by buying its paper. The exchange of international ads between FAPs is nearly for free. FAPs are only charged for the use of a common infrastructure which is offered by the Ad Association. The Ad Association carefully analysed the international ads. They concluded that international ads are mostly contact ads, in which one person is searching for another person. The Ad Association is considering an Internet-based service for international contact ads. There are a number of business objectives which are important. First, FAPs want to protect the current market share of world-wide (paper-based) contact ads. FAPs are afraid of new parties...
entering the arena of international contact ads. They are especially afraid of competitors which are capable of setting up a world-wide Internet-based contact service. Ad papers want to exploit their local trusted brand names now to establish a trustworthy Internet based contact ad service before someone else does. Thus, the development of a contact service has rather defensive objectives. Second, FAPs want to enlarge the market share of ads by exploiting yet another communication channel. Third, FAP wants to attract customers to their existing ad papers by offering a full service spectrum, amongst others, placement of an ad on the Internet.

We present two business models: (1) a FAP-centred business model, and (2) an Ad Association-centred business model. In both models, we assume that one has to pay for reading an ad, whereas placement of an ad is for free. Note that it is also possible to create business models which assume that one pays for placing an ad.

3.1. A FAP centred business model

**Step 1:** identification of the actors/stakeholders. The following actors participate: contact searcher, FAPs and, Ad Association.

**Table 1.** Value activities, value interfaces, value ports and value object types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value activities</th>
<th>Value interfaces with value ports of value object type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Place Ad</td>
<td>In port: Placed ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Submitted ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Ad</td>
<td>In port: Read ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Payment for reading ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad intake</td>
<td>In port: Submitted ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Placed ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In port: Checked ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Payment for checking (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In port: Payment for sending ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Sent ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check ad</td>
<td>In port: Payment for checking ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Checked ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish ad</td>
<td>In port: Received ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Payment for receiv. ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In port: Payment for reading ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Read ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redist. ad</td>
<td>In port: Received ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Payment for receiv. ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In port: Payment for sending ad (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Sent ad (ad)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 2:** construction of the list of the relevant value activities. Ads have to be placed and read by contact searchers. This results in the value activities place ad and read ad. Value activity ad intake ensures that an ad is placed internationally. Value activity check ad checks an ad for correct use of language. Value activity publish ad offers a reading service of ads to contact searchers. Value activity redistribute ad receives an ad from a FAP and redistributes this ad to other FAPs.

**Step 3:** definition of the associated value ports, interfaces, and value object types. In Table 1 value activities, their value interfaces, value ports and value object types are presented. Dashed lines separate different value interfaces of a value activity. Note that a value interface is defined by enumerating its value ports and their value object types.

Value activities, value interfaces and value ports are represented as specialised classes in the UML class diagram. Also relations between core concepts are specialised. For reasons of brevity, we present the extension of the core-UML diagram (Figure 2) for the value activity publish ad only (Figure 3). For other value activities, similar diagrams can be drawn.

**Step 4:** allocation of the value activities to the actors, including sensible alternative ways to do this. In this business model, FAPs are performing as much value activities as possible. The Ad Association only redistributes ads. These design decisions are concisely presented in Figure 4.

There are three types of contact searchers. The first type only places ads, the second type only read ads and the third type does both. In a business model, many similar actors can exist. Similar actors have (1) the same number of instances of specific value activity classes and belonging value interfaces and value ports, and (2), value ports are interconnected in the same way. Such actors are called stacked actors and are presented as stacked rectangles. In this business model, contact searchers as well as FAPs are examples of such actors. However, at the individual actor level, there might be differences. For instance, each FAP can have its own price for the ad to be read by searchers. Not all connections between value ports of actors are shown, especially in the case of stacked actors.
## 3.2. Alternative business model: Ad Association centred

This business model assumes that the Ad Association performs most value activities. The Ad Association exploits brand names of FAPs by offering an international contact ad service using brand names of each FAP. Contact searchers use the brand name of their local FAP (e.g. www.localfap.com) to find the service offered by the Ad Association. The Ad Association pays each FAP a fee for the usage of brand names. Such a fee can be fixed but preferably depends on the number of ads placed and read mediated by the brand name of a FAP.

**Step 1: identification of the actors/stakeholders.** The actors/stakeholders are the same as identified in the previous section.

**Step 2: construction of the list of the relevant value activities.** A new value activity, *maintain brand*, is added to already identified value activities. This activity models that FAPs try to increase the value of their brand name by amongst others publishing a paper.

**Step 3: definition of the associated value ports, interfaces, and value object types.** In Table 2 value activities, value interfaces, value ports and value object types are presented. For brevity we only report changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value activities</th>
<th>Value interfaces with value ports of value object type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad intake</td>
<td>In port: Brand (brand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Payment brand name (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publish ad</td>
<td>In port: Brand (brand)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Payment brand name (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintain brand</td>
<td>In port: Payment brand name (money)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Out port: Brand (brand)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The value activity *maintain brand* has a value interface with a value-out port representing the brand is of value and a value-in port representing payment for using the brand. The value activities *ad intake* and *publish ad* have an additional value interface with value ports for using the brand name and paying for it.
Step 4: allocation of the value activities to the actors, including sensible alternative ways to do this.

For reasons of brevity we skip the UML class model and show the allocation of value activities to actors directly (Figure 5).

Note that value activity redistribute ad is not allocated to any actor, since redistribution of ads is not necessary anymore.

3.3. Trade-offs

Step 5: analysis of the tradeoffs occurring in the alternative business models ensuing from the first four steps. The previously discussed business models have nearly the same value activities, value interfaces and value ports. The most important design trade-off shows up when allocating value activities to actors. In the first business model, FAPs perform the most important value activities ad-intake, check ad, and publish ad themselves and only use other FAPs for checking ads expressed in foreign languages. The Ad Association has a limited task in offering a redistribution infrastructure, for which FAPs pay a small fee. In the second business model, the Ad Association is the most dominant actor. FAPs add value by (1) offering a brand name to the Ad Association which is trusted and known by searchers and, by (2) checking ads expressed in a language the Ad Association can not handle. Since the Ad Association adds far more value in the second business model, we expect that FAPs will receive fewer revenues compared to the first model. However, the amount of work for FAPs also decreases compared to the first business model. Note that if the business model is implemented well, the contact searcher does not notice anything from the choice made for the first or second business model.

Step 6: tracking down the associated implications for requirements on the information systems architecture. A number of implications for the information system architecture can be drawn from the business models.

- The FAP centred business model requires a component that redistributes ads to other FAPs while the Ad Association business model does not need such a component.

- The Ad Association centred business model needs an accounting system which administrates the use of brand names of individual FAPs. If FAPs are paid on a per-ad placed/read basis, such a system should be able to relate brand names to ads placed and read. Moreover, such an administration should be trusted by the FAPs.

- The FAP centred business model supposes a number of components which should be implemented by each FAP, such as a web server, a databaseserver containing ads, application components for reading, placing and checking ads, and a high quality connection to the internet to be reachable for searchers. In the Ad Association business model, these components can be centralised. Especially, it is possible to invest in a high bandwidth/low latency internet link.

- In the FAP centred business model, each FAP should be capable of handling payment. Setting up a payment infrastructure can be rather costly in some countries. In the Ad Association centred business model, only one payment component is necessary.

A number of alternative business models exist which, due to space limitations, have not been considered. However, the core concepts as well as the six steps provided guidance in charting various business models and trade-offs. Also, it is possible to identify some system architectural requirements.

4. Case B: Value-Added Services in the Energy Business

Until recently, energy utilities mainly acted as regional monopolies. Their main process has been to deliver energy and electricity for a fair price. In many countries in Europe as well as the US, utilities are being privatised, the energy market is being deregulated, so that in time customers will have a free supplier choice, mergers and acquisitions have become commonplace, and international competition is increasing. The old and simple business model of effective energy delivery in a monopolistic regional market therefore is quickly becoming obsolete, and, as a consequence, utilities are investigating new business models and strategies. Both cost and differentiation strategies [16] are considered. A cost- and product-oriented strategy is attractive for some companies, because it remains close to the business-as-usual situation before the deregulation, and is therefore well-known and perceived as not very risky. However, margins related to this strategy have historically been low (2-3%), and deregulation-driven price competition will further erode these margins.

The alternative, a differentiation strategy, must be customer-oriented, requires significant innovation, and thus leads into uncharted and uncertain waters. However, recent developments in information and communication technology enable a wide range of new utility, customer, and telecom services based on two-way communication with the customer [1]. Relevant new technologies include communication over the power line as one competitor in local-loop telecom access technologies, associated new ways of fast internet access (also directly over the power line), home networking and home automation leading to the “smart” home [8], and advanced software technology enabling value-added electronic energy services, varying from automated metering and billing, home security at a distance, energy load management [22], and agent-based
4.1. Business models for e-managed comfort

The new service idea behind e-managed comfort is the following. Rather than just delivering electricity and energy for a fixed tariff, a utility may define its offering as delivering comfort in the home at the lowest possible cost for the customer. Production prices for energy strongly fluctuate over the day, so the real-time/time-of-use price of distributed energy is not constant (as suggested by fixed tariffs), but actually fluctuates as well. Hence, there is a financial incentive to manage the energy consumption of appliances over time if possible (a concept known as power load management). Indeed, quite some appliances are manageable in the sense that it is possible to shift their energy use in time (away from periods with peak prices) within certain tolerance limits without compromising their function. This holds, for example, for heating and cooling equipment (slow distributed processes, responsible for most of the energy use in households), battery-charging electrical equipment, dish and laundry washers, and so on. Moreover, due to new technology this load management can nowadays be done automatically and from a distance, combining microprocessor and software (e.g., agent) facilities within “intelligent” equipment, and IP-based telecommunication between equipment over the power line and other media: the smart home. This time-of-use energy load management can lead to significant savings both for the utility and the customer, on average in the order of 10% to 15%. So, e-managed comfort is a potentially interesting concept, but, compared to energy business as usual, obviously requires new business models as well as a new utility-home information architecture and technology. Using the ontology [3] sketched in Sec. 2 for value-based business modelling and the associated e³-VALUE six-step approach, we will now study some of the possible new e-business models in energy.

Step 1: identification of the actors/stakeholders. There are different situations to consider in different countries, but to keep things simple in the context of this paper, we only consider two actors here: (a) the utility; (b) the (household) customer.

Step 2: construction of the list of the relevant value activities. Business as usual essentially involves two value activities: energy delivery by the utility; energy use and payment by the customer. Managed comfort requires additional value activities that all deal with some form of (valuable) information: energy usage forecasting and planning; delivering real-time energy price information; home comfort control actions. One may add: utility-customer contract design, as this is a non-trivial activity setting the context, boundaries and constraints of all other value activities.

Step 3: definition of the associated value ports, interfaces, and value object types. In the present case, this is relatively simple. Most value activities have one value-in port and one value-out port, but the type of the associated value objects differs. In the energy delivery activity, there is a value-out port with energy as its value object type and a value-in port with money as its value object type. In the energy usage and payment activity, it is the same with the in and out port direction being switched. Together, these two value activities provide the traditional bottom-line business model of an energy utility. So the other value activities are indeed value-added activities with respect to the bottom-line business model. Their in- and out-ports all refer to different forms of information as value objects. For example, the home comfort control actions value activity, has an out-port with control signals (a specific type of information) as value object types, and an in-port with an equipment load management schedule (another specific type of information) as its value object type. This schedule is the value object type at the value-out port of the energy forecasting and planning value activity. Analogous considerations hold for the other value ports and objects. For brevity, we further refer to Figure 6.

Figure 6 Business models for e-managed comfort.

Step 4: allocation of the value activities to the actors, including sensible alternative ways to do this.
This simple set of six value activities leads to at least three interesting and very different business models, depending on how activities are allocated:

1. **Business as usual**: this business model contains only the two traditional value activities, energy delivery and usage/payment.

2. **Direct load management**: the added-value activities handling information and control are predominantly allocated to the utility. In particular, the utility carries out the control actions.

3. **Real-time pricing**: these added-value activities are predominantly allocated to the customer. The customer remains “behind the steering wheel”, the utility supports this by providing pricing information.

The associated value-configuration business models are depicted in Figure 6.

**Step 5: analysis of the tradeoffs occurring in the alternative business models ensuing from the first four steps.** This is concisely done in Table 3.

### Table 3 Trade-offs between business models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business as usual</th>
<th>Direct load management</th>
<th>Real-time pricing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+: customer convenience</td>
<td>+: customer convenience</td>
<td>+: max. customer latitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-: no pain, no gain</td>
<td>+: flat rate contract with rebate</td>
<td>+: simple contract with own control over savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-: contract conditions design</td>
<td>-: customer has process burden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-: external control over customer: privacy/security</td>
<td>-: home automation technology investments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 6: tracking down the associated implications for requirements on the information systems architecture.** The different business models of Figure 6 already show different requirements for the information architecture. Briefly:

- The direct load management scheme requires major functional components in the architecture, such as forecasting/planning functionality, to be at the utility, whereas in the real-time pricing business model these functions must reside at the customer’s premises. The latter in turn requires a certain mature level of home networking and automation that, for example, would not have been technically feasible ten years ago. The business models also differ with respect to the real-time requirements they generate (real-time price vector handling vs. off-line contract design, for example).

- In addition, the sub architecture of a forecasting and planning function is very different at a utility or a customer, because it refers to very different situations and handles very different information. So, these different business models lead to different architectures at points already identifiable at the business level. Here, the allocation of value activities to actors directly influences the architecture.

- An interesting conclusion follows from looking at the utility-customer interface in Figure 6 in the various business models. In contrast to the real-time pricing business model, direct load management involves control from the utility over customer equipment. It is known from market studies that this is an important point for household customers. Thus, it requires special privacy and security facilities in the architecture of direct load management that are not needed in the real-time pricing scheme.

Although this case study is too brief to cover all relevant considerations, it does indicate that a value-based requirements approach (1) helps to make initial requirements creation into a more structured process, and (2) supports business decision-making by clarifying various possible value propositions to customers and their tradeoffs.

### 5. Conclusions

Requirements engineering for electronic commerce applications involves a first stage of requirements creation, rather than that system requirements can be elicited or acquired. The reason for this is that in e-commerce the business models and processes that underlie the supporting information systems are also new and have to be designed simultaneously.

We have put forward an approach to requirements creation for e-business that integrates both business and technology considerations. Discussed key aspects of our eVALUE approach are:

- Requirements creation should start from structured value-based analysis at the business level, within the relevant actor/stakeholder network in electronic commerce application.

- To this end, we have proposed a novel, semi-formal way to define a business model. We have identified a limited and generic set of core concepts (i.e. the basis of an ontology) to construct a business model, including the notions of actors, value activities, objects, ports, and interfaces. These concepts and their relationships can be defined with the help of modelling techniques such as UML class diagrams.

- In addition to this value-based ontology, we have also proposed a practical six-step procedure for constructing alternative business models in a piecemeal and structured fashion.

- The resulting value-configuration models enable one to analyse tradeoffs between different business models, and at the same time to generate high-level
requirements regarding the electronic commerce systems architecture.

How our \( \text{e}^3 \)-VALUE approach practically works has been demonstrated by means of two different real-life case studies, one from web-based advertising and one from new e-services in the energy industry. In sum, there is a definite need for an integral design view upon relevant business and technology matters in electronic commerce applications. Value-based business modelling, as developed in this paper, is a powerful tool to achieve such an integrated approach to business model decision-making and systems requirements engineering.
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